New CharIN Academy Trainings Announced For 2019 and 2020

With thirteen remaining sessions planned for 2019 and twenty-four trainings in 2020, the CharIN Academy is a valuable opportunity to gain highly detailed insight into the e-Mobility industry.

This week CharIN e.V. announced the newest schedule of Academy training sessions for the remainder of 2019 through December 2020. The CharIN Academy is an initiative meant to educate and train e-Mobility industry professionals on twelve unique training session topics, ranging from introductory classes to more advanced trainings covering intricate concepts within the EV industry.

With thirteen remaining sessions planned for 2019 and twenty-four trainings in 2020, the CharIN Academy is a valuable opportunity to gain highly detailed insight on any given topic. The CharIN Academy offers Basic Training opportunities for several topics, including Charging Communications on ISO 15118 and High-Power Charging Standards and Cable Technology. The Advanced Trainings cover more advanced topics, such as Digital Communications: CSS SLAC Implementation and Testing and a deep dive into the e-Mobility market. The CharIN Academy also offers training sessions dedicated to legislative compliance and EV charging safety. Each interactive training session is led by leading experts in their fields, knowledgeable in CCS, ISO 15118, and the e-Mobility industry; training sessions involving legal aspects will also be led by an attorney at law.

For the basic courses we welcome participants with no prior experience in the respective field. Although a background in engineering or computer science is beneficial, it is not required to understand the topics. The target audiences for the advanced trainings are engineers and computer scientists with one and a
half years of working experience or less in their respective field, who wish to broaden their knowledge in this field, as well as Basic Training alumni.

The CharIN Academy is continuously building its global training program on EV charging-related topics, delivering state-of-the-art know-how to its members and other interested parties to enable the whole ecosystem.

Information about CharIN e.V.
The Charging Interface Initiative e.V. (CharIN e.V.) is a registered association with over 170 members along the whole value chain from all over the world. It is open to all interested parties and has offices in Germany, Hong Kong, South Korea, India, Japan, China and the United States.

Please find more information under: www.charinev.org
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